CROSSWORD
No. 16,061 Set by ALBERICH

ACROSS
1 Is Snoopy cartoon’s central character a father? (6)
4 Promise to quit smoking’s beginning to weaken (5,3)
9 Promotion likely for tailor (5)
10 Wiggling toes keeps one in order? The reverse, later (9)
11 Impressionist acquires good old generator (7)
12 Person ultimately being bum? (7)
13 String quartet from Poulenc or Debussy (4)
14 Don’t object so much? That’s stupid! (8)
17 English ship protected by great generosity (8)
19 Range is finished back to front (4)
22 Essential oil, first off, needs a jar (7)
24 Lorna Doone is shot without one US location (7)
26 Green water? That’s revolutionary (5)
27 With this, cantilever creates clever Greek drama (8)
28 Hammer film shown by shopping precinct (6)

DOWN
1 Quick to nurse injury, get medicine here? (8)
2 Maiden wants hot summer month by river (9)
3 Old army supplier is relatively refined in speech (6)
5 Musical sister’s to wed oddball before start of year (4,4,5)
6 Terrific doctor to stitch up in A&E (7)
7 Outstanding playing cello perhaps, but not bass (5)
8 Pelt with rock, creating disturbance (6)
10 Increase allowance to support common labourer, including a condition (13)
15 Cost of some cutlery for a flyer (9)
16 Benefit cuts aren’t initially missed – that’s suggestive (8)
18 Go in for dodgy building work (7)
20 Painter captures hearts with a flower (6)
21 Georgia’s about to join Russian composer (6)
23 Climbing mountain’s given Italian a bit of a shock (5)

Solution 16,060